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Green infrastructure
Green infrastructure: 
refers to trees, green roofs, green facades, 
gardens, parks, fields, forests, rain gardens, 
bioretention cells, swales etc. 

Grey infrastructure

Grey infrastructure: 
refers to sewage treatment plants, pipeline 
network, stormwater channels, road network 
and buildings

Blue infrastructureBlue infrastructure: 
refers to water bodies:
-surface(like lakes, rivers, canals, ponds) 
-and underground water(aquifers)

What is blue-green-grey infrastructure



Technology altered our reliance on nature. - lakes 
and cauvery example

But the thinking is evolving, because technology :
 -
Thinking has evolved. 

The solutions to these infrastructure and 
climate problems lie in different spaces.

 

A blue-green-grey infrastructure plan, 
mimics the functioning of a natural 
ecosystem which circular, at least in the 
context of the larger watershed if not 
within the urban system

Image should highlight problems that are listed 
alongside - please note

STPs
Recharge wells
Aquifer (show part of the aquifer as being empty under buildings and fuller under park)
Trees
Parks
Lakes (show 3/4 unlinked lakes, one of them could be foaming/onfire)
Waterways (rajakaluves)
Landfills
People
Cars
Pathways
Roads
Stormwater drains
Lots of buildings (some with roof gardens and some with ACs)

Currently material flows between blue-green-grey layers are ignored causing climate threats
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Blue infrastructure solutions
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Green infrastructure solutions
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Grey infrastructure solutions
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Green Sidewalks: Increases 
walkability reducing vehicle usage

Swales, Infiltration trenches & 
bioretention cells: Stores rainwater 

Healthy  blue and green spaces are the 
most visible metrics of climate resilience. 
Lakes provide all important buffers during 
floods. Groundwater aquifers help store 
water when we need it most, during 
droughts, therefore ensuring that they are 
systematically recharged is essential.

Additionally these spaces play a critical 
role in maintaining good air quality,  
regulating urban microclimate and 
hydrology. They simultaneously provide a 
whole host of co-benefits in the form of 
other critical ecosystem services. 

If you focus only on the green layer …… 

Technology altered our reliance on nature. - lakes 
and cauvery example

But the thinking is evolving, because technology :
 -
Thinking has evolved. 

The solutions to these infrastructure and 
climate problems lie in different spaces.

 

A blue-green-grey infrastructure plan, 
mimics the functioning of a natural 
ecosystem which circular, at least in the 
context of the larger watershed if not 
within the urban system

 Furthermore these technological 
innovations have altered our reliance on 
nature, deprioritizing the protection of 
natural assets.

STPs
Recharge wells
Aquifer (show part of the aquifer as being empty under buildings and fuller under park)
Trees
Parks
Lakes (show 3/4 unlinked lakes, one of them could be foaming/onfire)
Waterways (rajakaluves)
Landfills
People
Cars
Pathways
Roads
Stormwater drains
Lots of buildings (some with roof gardens and some with ACs)

Pipeline network:
Improves water supply

Treescapes: Boost air quality, and 
provide ecosystem services

Groundwater aquifers: Recharged 
using rainwater and treated WW

Water bodies and waterways :
Store excess rainwater for reuse

Green cover: 
Increases groundwater infiltration

Permeable roads & pavements:
Increases groundwater infiltration

Green roofs and facades:      
improve internal temperatures

Climate responsive buildings:
Reduce energy consumption

WW treatment technology(STPs):
Treats sewage & reclaims water

What could planning for material flows between the layers look like?



How to apply the idea of planning for material 
flows between blue-green-grey layers when 

they have been previously ignored
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Sankey diagram showing current flow of wastewater in Bengaluru



Sewage and wastewater flows into lakes causing environmental degradation



IMPROPER STP 
SELECTION, 
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We uncovered six reasons for why WW is going unused
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GREY to BLUE GREY to YELLOWGREY to GREEN

- Parks, medians, road 
side greening 

- Private green spaces 
- Urban farms & Large 

nurseries 

- Recharging aquifers  
- Recharging water 

bodies  

- Building construction
- Road laying
- Brick manufacturing
- Floor washing in small 

scale industries 
- Textile industry 
- Cooling towers

How could wastewater become a valuable resource?
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Sankey diagram showing flow of water in Bengaluru if                                                            
currently treated wastewater is reused



Sankey diagram showing flow of wastewater in Bengaluru if                                                
ALL sewage is treated and the wastewater is reused



Thanks!
www.csei.org


